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TEN VERY GOOD REASONS FOR  
STARTING YOUR CAREER IN SAXONY  

 
★ You are an engineer by heart and soul 
★ You are seeking attractive career perspectives as well as comprehensive training opportunities within a medium sized, innovative  
    and highly specialized company in the field of electrical automation, drive technology and mechatronics   
★ You enjoy developing complex controllers and drive solutions for high efficiency servo systems, tailored for demanding robotics,  
    applications of mechanical handling, printing, woodworking, medical and scientific equipment, food processing, packaging,   
    logistic and a lot more              
★ You cannot rest until you found the ultimate solution 
★ You adore to be working amongst a team of highly motivated and successful young professionals, in close cooperation 
    with customers within Europe and abroad  
★ You want to enhance your knowledge by continuing education 
★ You will enjoy bearing responsibility as a project leader 
★ You want to grow your roots into the grounds of Saxony and socialize  
★ You are seeking a long term engagement 
★ You expect an above average remuneration and additional social benefits for an excellent performance 
 
 

WE HAVE GOT THE APPROPRIATE ANSWERS AND LOOK FORWARD TO 
RECEIVING YOUR COMPREHNSIVE APPLICATION DOCUMENTS 

 
 
 

1. Educational background and qualification 
 
★ Master of Science or Engineer   
★ Fields of Studies either Electric Automation or Electric Drive Engineering or Mechatronics 
★ Software development using C++ and Assembler 
★ Laboratory analysis of controllers and drives 
 
 
 

2.Tasks 
 
★ Electrical and mechanical drive design 
★ Outline and calculation of electronic circuits 
★ Concept development and engineering of complex drive solutions 
★ Design of mechanical assemblies 
★ Development of solutions acc. to requirement specifications 
★ Commissioning at customers‘ sites, troubleshooting 
★ Participation in negotiations with customers and cooperation with partners, within EU and abroad 
 
 
 

3. General requirements 
 
★ Ability to work independently 
★ German language within 6 months, by means of daily training during work and additional help at night school    
★ Basics of spoken and written English 
★ Willingness to integrate socially 
 
 
 

OUR HOMEPAGE WILL GIVE YOU SOME GOOD IDEA ABOUT OUR PRODUCT 
PORTFOLIO AND AREAS OF ACTIVITY. 

YOU ARE WELCOME TO ASKING US FOR DETAILS.  
 
 
 


